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Abstract:
In todays world, development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in medicinal services are increasing by means of establishing
low-control organized frameworks with the use of therapeutic sensors. In this, a lightweight and secure scheme is proposed for
wireless medical sensor networks. Each Patient Area Network (PAN) consists of some biosensors and a controller. These
biosensors collects the individual information of a patient ie., Personal Health Information (PHI) like body temperature, blood
pressure, heart bear rate, blood glucose level etc.. Sensors forward the information to the controller. Proxy Protected Signature
Technique is used as security aspect and it is based on Hash-chain key updating mechanism. During each and every transmission
of medical data from sensor to medical server the hash key gets updated. During user registration, the user receives the proxy key
from the medical server. Using the proxy key the user enters into system and accesses the patient‟s medical data from the medical
server. Here we provide the encryption and decryption mechanism using blowfish algorithm. The information which is travelled
from sensor to network is encrypted using blowfish algorithm. The information which is retrieved by the doctors is decrypted
using blowfish algorithm.
Keywords: Wireless sensor network, patient area network, blowfish algorithm, hash-chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) “comprises of spatially
circulated independent sensors to screen physical or natural
conditions, for example, temperature, sound, weight, and so on
and to agreeably go their information through the system to a
principle area”. The advancement of “remote sensor systems
was spurred by military applications, for example, combat
zone reconnaissance; today such systems are utilized as a part
of numerous mechanical and customer applications, for
example, modern process observing and control, machine
wellbeing checking, et cetera”. Medicinal services applications
are considered as promising fields for remote sensor systems,
where patients can be observed in healing facilities and even at
home utilizing wireless medical sensor networks (WMSNs).
As of late, numerous social insurance applications utilizing
WSNs have been created, for example, “CodeBlue, Alarm-Net,
UbiMon, MEDiSN and MobiCare”. A commonplace case of
social insurance applications with WSNs is Alarm-Net created
in University of Virginia for helped living and private
checking. There is a long history of “utilizing sensors in drug
and general wellbeing [4], [5]. Installed in an “assortment of
medicinal instruments for use at doctor's facilities, centers, and
homes, sensors give patients and their human services
suppliers understanding into physiological and physical
wellbeing states that are basic to the location, analysis,
treatment, and administration of illnesses”. Quite a bit of
present day solution would just not be conceivable nor be
savvy without sensors, for example, “thermometers,
circulatory strain screens, glucose screens, electrocardiography
(EKG), photoplethysmogram (PPG), electroencephalography
(EEG), and different types of imaging sensors”. The ability to
check physiological state is moreover central for interventional
devices, for instance, pacemakers and insulin pumps.
Therapeutic sensors join transducers for recognizing electrical,
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warm, optical, engineered, innate, and distinctive signs with
physiological root with hail getting ready figurings to assess
features expressive of a man's prosperity status. Sensors past
those that particularly measure prosperity state have in like
manner found use in the demonstration of pharmaceutical. For
instance, area and nearness detecting advancements [6] are
“being utilized for enhancing the conveyance of patient care
and work process proficiency in doctor's facilities [7],
following the spread of maladies by general wellbeing
organizations, and checking individuals' wellbeing related
practices (e.g., action levels) and introduction to negative
ecological components, for example, contamination [8]”.
II. RELATED WORK
Daojing He et.al, [1] proposed the “lightweight and secure
framework for MSNs is proposed to give a sheltered
transmission of detected information, the framework utilizes
hash-chain based system and intermediary ensured signature
procedure to accomplish secure transmission of the detected
information and access control”. The fundamental thought is as
per the following, the client registers to the system server, and
the enrolled client is permitted to issue orders to get to the
gathered “PHI or control the biosensors” as indicated by their
entrance benefit. To accomplish this “proxy-protected
signature by warrant (PSW) is brought into the framework”. A
unique underwriter and intermediary endorser are the two
essential members. The first underwriter gives the intermediary
endorser a warrant, and the intermediary endorser creates an
intermediary signature utilizing the intermediary key given by
the first endorser. The verifier approve intermediary marks
with people in general key of the first underwriter and
furthermore confirms the intermediary key of the first endorser.
This keeps the unapproved access and cutoff points control
utilization of sensor hubs. Zhaoyang Zhang et.al [2] give a
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novel key understanding plan that “enables neighboring hubs
in BANs to share a typical key created by electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals”. The improved Jules Sudan (IJS) calculation is
proposed to set up the key assention for the message validation.
The ECG-IJS key understanding secures information
interchanges over BANs with no key appropriation overheads.
In this the reproduction and exploratory outcomes are
introduced, which show that the ECG-IJS plan can accomplish
better security execution regarding execution measurements,
for example, “false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection
rate (FRR) than other existing methodologies”. In view of the
IJS calculation depicted before, propose an ECG-IJS key
consent to secure information correspondence in BANs. Along
these lines protection and verification are safeguarded in
vitality effective way. Geoffrey et.al [3], “stochastic
information activity models for medicinal wireless sensor
networks (WSN's) are exhibited that speak to the movement
produced by a solitary WSN hub observing body temperature
and electrocardiogram (ECG) information”. The models
depend on “open space therapeutic flag databases. For vitality
protection, it is likely that some therapeutic WSN hubs will
utilize source coding to lessen the measure of information that
must be transmitted”. The primary situation to “consider is the
direct situation where the hub basically transmits the crude 11
bit ECG information at the 360 Hz examining rate”. The
second situation is the “more mind boggling situation where
the hub utilizes source coding”. The work considers lossy
pressure because of the high pressure proportions conceivable
with lossy systems. Sathishkumar et.al [9] tended to the issue
of connection booking and diminishes the no of transmission
by limiting the normal long way. Because of the confusion of
connection scheduler, present the multiuser eager most
extreme weight calculation for interface planning for remote
systems. And furthermore include the bounce ideal calculation
for limiting the normal long way. In a given system diagram
the related parameter, multiuser neighborhood pooling
condition is determined for without losing in the transmission
procedure. In light of this condition determined extra
parameter i.e., nearby pooling factor for select the way broke
down by the avaricious most extreme weight calculation in
remote system diagram.
III.PROPOSED METHOD
Figure 1 depicts the proposed system architecture that consists
of the following phases namely a role-based access control
scheme, Security and privacy scheme and Secure patient data
transmission using HMAC algorithm (Enhancement).

Figure. 1. Medical Sensor Network Architecture
In a role-based access control scheme, Most present e-/msocial insurance frameworks require specialists (or framework
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overseers) to take part in therapeutic data preparing, which
brings two issues: low viability caused by manual tasks and
security ruptures because of specialists' colleague with clients'
private information. A restorative master framework that can
consequently break down clients' mixed private information
however limit specialists' interest can address these two issues,
current wearable therapeutic gadgets and hubs can't be
straightforwardly connected with keen portable terminals
through 4G or Wi-Fi. Extra system foundation or portal
gadgets are required to empower interconnection between such
gadgets and hubs. Notwithstanding when the cell phone has
been straightforwardly furnished with biometric data detecting
parts or medicinal sensors, current innovation limits it to
gathering just a single or two information things. numerous e/m-medicinal services models flop as far as the attainability of
information transmission specifically from WBANs to remote
individual zone systems (WPANs) or the Internet since
execution trouble and the requirement for organize availability
are not considered. In Security and privacy scheme, to
guarantee the security of restorative information transmitted in
remote sensor systems, key circulation plans and piece
encryption strategies are required. Its can enhance proficiency
by diminishing the asset utilization of memory, a key
dissemination plot in view of a gathering send-get display
(GSRM) and AES is proposed. The base station begins the
technique of building a gathering from those hubs. The pioneer
hub will “record the check of its neighbor hubs with the same
GSRM-level esteems and the tally of its neighbor hubs whose
GSRM-level esteems are more prominent than its incentive by
one and dropped hubs will end up disengaged hubs”. To better
adjust to the protection saving qualities of HES, HEBM
(Homomorphic Encryption Based on Matrix) likewise
proposed. The restorative information of a client can be
indicated by a n-dimensional where zone is an arbitrary
number two frameworks meant by M and M' independently are
character grids. The irregular number and the arbitrary prime
number will be created. Then three territory will be
characterized. Accordingly, HEBM can adequately oppose the
accompanying assaults. (1) A spillage of protection by the
manager or any individual who possesses the most astounding
specialist. (2) Eavesdrop assault. The aggressor can't get to
substantive data. (3) Chosen plaintext assault. the assailant has
just gotten the whole records of a particular client who used
restorative administrations from HES times. The HES can be
outlined in three zones: (1) utilizing minimal effort and
effortlessly conveyed remote sensor organizes as the transfer
foundation for GSRM-based secure transmission of medicinal
information from WBANs to WPANs; (2) tending to the issue
of accomplishing direct correspondences between a client's
versatile terminals and implanted (wearable) therapeutic
gadgets (hubs); (3) implementing protection saving systems
HEBM and accomplishing palatable execution. HES can fill in
as a noteworthy segment of the informationization of
restorative businesses. Be that as it may, a few issues stay
unsolved; for instance, the conclusion unwavering quality of
the master framework isn't immaculate, and HES can't as of
now screen or break down sudden illnesses. Finally in Secure
patient data transmission using HMAC algorithm
(Enhancement), each patient area network (PAN) consists of
some biosensors and a controller. These biosensors collect
his/her personal health information (PHI) like body
temperature, blood pressure, heart bear rate, blood glucose
level Sensors forward the information to the controller The
security techniques are chain key mechanism provide during
each and every transmission of medical data from sensor to
medical server the chain key gets updated.
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away in every hub are around ξ yet not precisely ξ because of
the key refreshing caused by entering and leaving of sensors.

Figure. 3. Three schemes average key-storage cost
Comparisons
Figure 3 shows the three schemes for cost comparison and the
packet loss ratio of the patient details is given in the Figure 4.

Figure.2. HMAC Algorithm Steps
(1) append zeros to the end of K to create a B byte string
(e.g., if K is of length 20 bytes and B=64, then K will
be appended with 44 zero bytes 0x00)
(2) XOR (bitwise exclusive-OR) the B byte string computed in
step
(1) with ipad
(3) append the stream of data 'text' to the B byte string
resulting
from step (2)
(4) apply H to the stream generated in step (3)
(5) XOR (bitwise exclusive-OR) the B byte string computed in
step (1) with opad
(6) append the H result from step (4) to the B byte string
resulting from step (5)
(7) apply H to the stream generated in step (6) and output
the result.

Figure.4. Packet Loss ratio

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The capacity cost of HES proposed in this paper fundamentally
originates from the keys put away in sensors. Relative
reenactment parameters are recorded in TABLE I. For the most
part, an all the more persuading investigation regarding the
normal key stockpiling cost depends on examinations among
GSRM, the exemplary calculation q-composite (short for qc)
[10] and its enhanced calculation proposed in [11] (short for
Imp.qc).

Figure.5. Multi-Patient details by Multi-doctor
Figure 5 Multi-patient details collected by Multi-doctor. In this
figure, optimal paths are recognized, adversary node create
clone node and clone node gathering their path information via
neighbor node.

Table.1. Parameters of simulation

V. CONCLUSION

At the point when the size of the system (both area size and
hub number) expands, GSRM ensures a moderately stable
level of the normal stockpiling cost, which implies keys put

A secure and lightweight system for wireless medical sensor
network. The medical data transmission is done in a secure
manner using chain key updating mechanism. Fine-grained
access control was achieved using chain key technique. The
security techniques such as chain key mechanism and achieve
the goal i.e. secure patient medical data transmission and
access control in the wireless medical sensor network. The
system has great scope to improve in future for betterment of
patients and doctors. The impact of these networks would be
considerable and cover many aspects of daily life. The
applications will not only lead to convenience but also lead to
far reaching implications. The whole system of mobile health
care using biosensor network places forward some future
works such as finding the most effective mechanism for
ensuring security in biosensors considering the severe
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restrictions of memory and energy, representing the collected
data in the most informative manner with minimal storage and
user interaction, modeling of data so that the system will not
represent all the data but only relevant information thus saving
memory. These are the generic works that can be done in
future in the sector of mobile health care.
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